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Smiling faces , different attires and a happy vibe among everyone. This was all about xpressions

2018. It was a 3 day event which began early morning each day and is also one of the most

celebrated events of IIPS.  

Day 1 commenced with the opening ceremony and a rally around the university campus. The

rally consisted of all the teams aligned in an order and dressed up according to their themes.

Teams were judged on the basis of their coordination and justice to the theme provided. And

guess what, this was just the beginning of the grand 3 day function. 

Day 2 and 3 consisted of various events related to finance, marketing and hr as well as some

informal events. 

The 3 days were full of fun for everyone including the faculties and xpressions 2k18 also showed

the energy and unity of IIPS as a whole.  
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Frankly, I never thought of being Deloitted but as the placement days

were approaching, i felt like giving it a shot . Hence, i honestly gave

more than my 100% and prepared everyday until i myself was

satisfied. Watching youtube videos for preparation and consulting my

elder ones did helped me a lot.To be able to sell your fish,  you require

good communication, corporate etiquette and a range of

experiences. The reason why i say this is because my interview was

solely based on my participation stories and experiences. I supported

all my answers with instances from work. This made the interviewer

curious to know more about my experiences and hence i had the ball

in my court.Whilst the placement process, right from

communication/business proficiency test to the 3 rounds of

interviews, Don't let Negativity overpower you. Set you mind in a

Happy mode and do your best with the right attitude. 

I have been preparing for interviews but I never prepared for any

particular company and yes placements do need 3-4 months of

preparation I have been working in Deloitte from last one year. To be

a Deloittian is not that easy, it demands a lot of devotion starting

from the interview to the job. My experience in the deloitte is that

being in deloitte is not at all easy, you need to be hard working for

that. I didn’t dreamt about deloitte particularly but yes I always

dreamed to be a part of the company like deloitte. To get success

first of all be dedicated towards your dream and to get selected in a

company you need to have a very good communication skills with

good knowledge of current affairs. Focus on self-development my

experience at that time of interview was good, everyone around was

so nervous for the interview but I don’t how but I was chilled at that

time and that helped me to speak confidently in the interview. 

The most important suggestion from my side is that start preparing

from now only .Groom yourself and improve your communication

skills. 

All the best for your future endeavours! 

MBA 

IMS, DAVV  
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LAVINA MITTAL @ DELOITTE # 6 LPA

BRIJMOHAN @ DELOITTE # 6 LPA 

BY- NIVEDITA MITTAL (FT-2K17)

BY- ABHISHEK ARYA (FT-2K17)
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Deloitte! My dream. I knew my family , teachers and friends will be

the happiest after this. There were times i was demotivated. Deloitte

offers two profiles. I applied for both. I was shortlisted for both and I

had to pick one. I opted the 1st profile. The interview of 1st profile

took place and the results were to be declared on the next day

which was the interview day for the other profile. The results were

announced and I couldn’t make it.  I was so shattered. My friends

motivated me to sit for 2nd profile’s interview. I needed that

motivation. I finally made it and it wouldn’t have been possible

without my teachers , family and friends. My Company targeting

scheme purely depends on the interest, mine was

marketing/finance. If not deloitte , i would have prepared myself for

bajaj or mahindra. 

Yes, external factors do matters through the whole process. Being

around people who appreciate and motivate you , will make you

positive and confident. Being in an unhealthy environment will lower

your performance. Fresh minds play the game. To be able to play the

interview your way, tell him things you are confident about. Take him

to that part of your resume which is the best and different from

others. He will ask you what you want him to. 
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I was firm on getting placed in a Renowned Bank since the first day

of college.  My specialisation helped Me in knowing the financial

and marketing aspect of a product or service, which will be required

for my position in the HDFC bank. 

 

Talking about my internship, I did it under the Authorized

Distributor of Hindustan Unilever limited (HUL) which itself is a big

and well known company. I've got the letter of appreciation for

putting efforts for Seminar on E-mail etiquettes . I also did some

certification courses which weighted my CV. 

 

Everyone, even the most social butterfly, can feel frazzled at the

prospect of undergoing an interview for a probable job. So,

According to me; a perfect blend of Self motivation, positive

attitude and dedication with zero stress is all you need to pass

through your process. 

KRATIKA YADAV @ HDFC BANK # 4.23 LPA

NIKITA NAVLANI @ DELOITTE # 6LPA

BY- RAHUL SINGH (FT-2K17)

BY- DRISHTI SAXENA (FT-2K17)

"Communication and Confidence! These two C’s will guide you to achieve Deloiite".
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I had confusion in my mind about IIPS and it's placement record. But

today I realised that it was my best decision ever to be associated with

such an institute. It really helped me in getting my dream job at HDFC

AMC. 

 

As it was my dream company, ergo, I did not applied for any other

company but waited for HDFC AMC and when i got chance to sit for it,

I gave the best shot possible. 

I believe a person can be successful if he/she is "disciplined, dedicated

and determined". 

 

Being a proactive I have done stock market course, internship in

Mutual Funds and 5 NISM Certifications which helped me a lot in my

placement. The HDFC AMC placement process had a written test and

two personal interviews. which was quite challenging but NISM

certifications and my knowledge of mutual fund helped me to get

through it. 

 

My parents,faculties, seniors and friends kept me motivated

throughout the whole placement process. Lastly, I always follow a

saying “kar dikhao kuch aisa ki duniya karna chahe aapke jaisa”. 
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 I was not preparing myself for one company only. The focus was on

companies offering financial services. Talking About My experience; I

cleared the attitude test and Group discussion in most of the

companies. The Problem with interviews is that you never know what

kinda Question the HR can shoot on you.  

Be prepared for technical Questions like "what is saving a/c, DMAT a/c,

NEFT/RTGS?".  

So, start matching your skillset with the targeted profile and have a

profound background study of the company (about it's expansion plan

and product lines).  

Work experience and certifications matters a lot, it helps you in

showcasing your skillset as per the job's requirement. 

RAMESHWAR GUPTA @ HDFC AMC # 3LPA

SHIKHA SINGH THAKUR @ HDFC BANK # 4.23 LPA

BY- NAMRATA LADHA (FT-2K17)

BY- DIVYA CHAUHAN (FT-2K17)
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The day I saw my seniors getting placements in Deloitte! That's  when I

started working on myself to be a part of the company.  I literally dreamt

about this company. I cleared the ‘KM Certification’ (offered by Deloitte) This

is when i came a little close to my dream.So in the first semester I applied

for Deloitte's KM certification exam and cleared it .The trick here is gaining

knowledge about field , and recognizing our skills and relating field with

them . Then I attended 4 modules which were organised by the company.

Afterwards in the 3rd sem i sat for "versent" and then the interview was

conducted. 

 

Deloitte is the zero day company for IIPS. Being a fresher, it was the first

time I was facing such a formal process. I was nervous but at the same time

very enthusiastic for the placement process. It isn't a one day preparation!

Being focused and reminding yourself everyday of the goal you want to

achieve was my mantra. Some preparation tricks  from my side would be,

Firstly analyse your skill-set and apply on the basis of interest rather then

applying merely for the sake of job. You should be well versed with the

company's details. 

 

For applying in KM profile  'Any  information which depicts that you are a

student of core finance or marketing should not be mentioned'. 

Talking specifically about my CV, I have various certificates in sports which

helped in depicting my leadership and sportsmanship. Not a topper but I

score presentable marks. I had also mentioned  about various diploma

courses and classes which helps in identifying the skillset along with my

marketing internship. 

Programme Pinnacles

BY- YASH PAMNANI (FT-2K17)

SIDDHARTH BHANDARI @ DELOITTE # 6 LPA

ACHIEVIER'S EXPERIENCE

 I I had started preparing for my placement from my 2nd sem and joined a

class for GDPI. Reading english newspapers like TOI & THE HINDU helps a

lot in GDs. Take mock interview and lots of GD practice session with your

friends on different topics, so as to expand your knowledge. Right from

the beginning, I was targeting for a sales profile and succeeded eventually.

Although I wanted to work for bajaj finserv, but was not eligible for and

hence got the second best option. There will be a time when the

company won't pick you but that doesn't mean you are not worthy of it.

Don't let yourself down, instead prepare for the next. Work on your

communication skill and be confident within yourself. Don't use cliche

lines in your interview, always come up with some out-of-the-box answer. 

BY- SHREYA JAIN (FT-2K17)

DHANANJAY SHARMA @ ICICI SECURITIES # 4.2 LPA
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We, the students of MBA MS 2yrs were taken to

a very informative industrial visit in the month

of February. It all started with an early morning

gathering in the IIPS premises. From there we

kick started the day with High-Tea. The two

hours journey to Pithampur felt as enjoyable

and quick as the first rain. If only, you could

relate to a typical college trip: Jamming

session, antakshari, cheering with the mentors. 

As our bus entered the periphery of BRIDGESTONE (a tyre

manufacturing company) we were security checked and

then welcomed with refreshments. Thereafter we were

taken for the plant tour. They gave us a blow-by-blow

account of their managerial and production line. Moving

towards the brunch, we shared our experience and learning

with the company's management. Summing it all with a

vote of thanks, we headed towards AGRO CHEMICALS (a

Pesticide manufacturing unit). They took us to a tour of their

chemical inventory store, assembly line and packaging unit.

We had our lunch together and then drove back to the

college. Each one of us agrees, the word "Learn by fun"

perfectly fits our experience.
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THINKING OUT LOUD

EXPRESSION

HAR  DARD . .HAR  TAQLEEB  MEIN… 

KHUDA  KO  MAINEY  KOSHA… 

PAR  USS  WAQT  BHI… 

MAA… TUJH  PEYTHA  BHAROSHA… 

MEREY  LIYE . .  TU  KHUDA  SEY  BHI  LADI… 

SACH  KAHOON  TOH…MAA  MEREY  LIYE  

. . .HAI  TU  KHUDA  SEY  BHI  BADI… 

CHAAHEY  HO  JAUN  MAIN  KITNA  BI  BADA  … 

…HO  JAAUN  CHAAHEY  APNEY  PAIRON  PEY  KHADA . .  

PAR  TU  MERI  JARURAT  HAI  MAA . .  

…CHAHEY  CHHU  LOON  MAIN  KITNA  BHI  UCHA  AASMAA . .  

MAA . . .  TEREY  PYAAR  KA  HAI  NAHI  KOI  MOL… 

DIL  SEY  BOLUN  AGAR . .  

…HAAR  RISHTEY  MEIN  YE  RISHTA  HAI  ANMOL… 

DIL  K  SAATH-SAATH… 

YE  DO  ROOHON  KA  RISHTA  HAI… 

CHOT  MUJHKO  LAGEY…OR  KALEJA  MA  AKA  DUKTA  HAI… 

BADA  KHUSNASEEB  HAI…MERA  NASEEB… 

JO  TAQEER  MEIN  HAI  MERI…MAA  KI  LAQEER… 

WARNA  BIN  MAA… 

HAR  BETA  HOTA  HAI  FAQEER…. 

…HAR  BETA  HOTA  HAI  FAQEER…!! ! !  

The viewers are encouraged to

stop and think about the

underlying meaning of things,

through examination of details and

contradictions within nature. 

  

The paintings, vivid and colorful,

are painted frames of reference

from which one sees, not only

flowers, but the world.   

  

Tried portraying nature in a new

and different way. Texture defines

realism. Grey colour brings out

quality, leaving room for dreams,

confusion, and discussion. 

 

BY-  
RAM PRAKASH TIWARI

BY- DIVYA CHAUHAN 

A poem on "MAA"
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THE REVIEW

                                                          is a self-help book by

Robin Sharma, a writer and motivational speaker. The

book is a business fable on his personal life. It's a tale

of success and richness from beginning to end. The

story opened with the success of a lawyer and ended

with the richness of a man. 

 

The book develops around two characters, Julian

Mantle and his best friend John, in the form of

conversation. Julian narrates his spiritual experiences

during a Himalayan journey which he undertook after

selling his holiday home and red Ferrari. A successful

trial lawyer, Julian collapsed from a heart attack while

arguing a case in court, and his lengthy recovery led

him to seek a spiritual path in the Himalayan

mountains after receiving wise and practical lessons

which brought drastic changes in his life. 

CORPORATE BYTES

P

The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari   

BY-  
VAIBHAV JHAWAR

BY-  
SHIVAM SONI
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